ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
As schools continue to question effectiveness and assess st student learning for the 21 Century, educators in K-12 are realizing that today's digital natives are not the students they have had in the past. These digital natives bring to the classroom a wide variety of technology expectations, skills and knowledge. The speed at which they accept new technologies will not be slowed and as students, they are evolving and changing at a rapid pace. Today's students take the internet for granted, blog, multitask throughout their day, use cell phones to map their lives, are experts in sending instant message and play video games in a worldwide arena of players (Prensky, 2005) .
And while schools have attempted to integrate technology into the classroom, effective integration has proven to be a difficult problem due to budget constraints, teachers' lack of familiarity with technology, and technology staff support. Schools not utilizing technology in teaching and learning are creating a larger gap between informal learning via multimedia technologies (computers, gaming, television, internet) that occurs in the home and formal classroom learning, which relies primarily on text in the school (Downs, 1997).
Away from school on the home front, video games have Len Annetta (2007) suggests that students are eager to pursue new information in virtual learning environments supported through the use of video games. These students eagerly return home from school and embark on the development of skills which help them to connect, manipulate, and evaluate information in virtual worlds.
Games in our classrooms provide a new opportunity to explore how students learn through a learner-centered environment. Digital games whether delivered on DVD, CD or online are very learner-centered, they offer a challenge to the user, often require cooperation or collaboration with other students, engage the learner in content and promote problem-solving opportunities (Gros, 2007) "Today's games developed on games engines can be played on personal computers, on games consoles, on handheld devices, on mobile phones and using mixed interfaces, e.g. augmented reality and mobile devices, and can be created without the use of programming languages" but rather software editing kits ( In this research project, a private island on the SL Teen Grid was purchased and used to provide security from adult users that might "wonder" into the spaces during class time. Secure logins and passwords were generated and remained with the teacher to be passed out when the middle school students were ready to interact with the Interactive Science Lab and Gallery Walk. The private island allowed the engineering graduate students to provide some area for student work and some areas on the island for continued development which could not be visited by the students. The private island also helped to alleviate some of the fears of principals, teachers and parents concerning the use of a virtual environment readily available to persons on the Internet.
Development in Second Life does not require that the user be a programmer. Many of the objects and scripts used in SL for designing learning spaces can be found free on the internet and plugged into the software which is free to download from the homepage of Second Life. The short learning curve for programming in SL creates a window in which educators can intuitively build learning environments for their students.
The Interactive Science Lab and Gallery Walk in Second Life
The Interactive Science Lab and Gallery Walk were Objects Game under construction which helps students to make scientific inferences and observations as well as a game which allows the student to race in space while examining stars, novas, and other space science content. As each game is completed, middle school teachers along with a higher education faculty member in instructional technology and science education design wrap-around lessons to support the use of the virtual games.The following URL can be used to gain access to Flash-based games which were created for this grant and to obtain access to the Second Life site when field testing is complete:
Research Hypothesis
The following research hypotheses were used to guide the study of the use of the virtual world of Second Life-Teen Grid in the middle school classrooms. Many parents commented on the fact that their middleschooler was describing the games at home and wanted to have access to the games beyond the school day.
One parent stated, "We do not have internet access and so I had to drive her to the library. She played for about an hour and a half and I finally had to tell her we needed to go home. She has never asked to go anywhere to do schoolwork -and this was science! These must be really good!"
Principals approached the use of Second Life with caution. Their main concern was the liability of having unexpected intruders into the school's virtual world. The use of the private island dispelled some of these fears but it wasn't until the principals saw the enthusiasm of the students that they became more interested. In particular one principal visited the classroom every time the students interfaced with the virtual world. As the work on the Interactive Science Lab progressed, so did his enthusiasm. He stated, "These are very difficult concepts that students must know. I am so amazed at how well they respond to the games. This enthusiasm hopefully will translate to learning."
Most principals were concerned about student behavior in Second Life and the fact that students can "hold hands", "undress" or "chat online". It was interesting to note that students did not purposefully undress. In the one instance in which a female student lost clothing and was l queried, the student replied, "Oh, Dr. X, these are only dolls! It is not me undressing, it is the doll -and it was an accident. I was trying to wear this shirt and lost this one."
On the issue of chatting and other personal contact, the schools added language to the Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) to inform parents and students of the acceptable and unacceptable practices expected when online or in virtual worlds.
Because these digital natives are so used to chatting, a system was established in which all chats were recorded within Second Life and then emailed to the teacher at the end of each class period in which students were logged into Second Life. While these chats were originally collected to determine if students were using the chat appropriately, examination of the chats indicated that students were engaged in the game and were actually asking each other for help in solving the problem presented in each game. The collaboration between students was a pleasant outcome of the game and the ability to chat with others in the classroom without disturbing others.
Concerning the use of the Interactive Science Lab and
Gallery Walk in improving student learning, Tables 2 and 3 provide some insight to the gains in means through the use of the statistical t-test procedure which was used to commented, "They work on games at home so much that this seems like a natural fit for them. One parent state that she had to take her daughter to the library to be sure to play the games as her daughter was that much enthusiastic about them."
The Gallery Walk is designed to provide opportunities for students to learn to conduct research. As shown in Fig 3, the Gallery Walk contains exhibits which provide science content, data, observations and inferences concerning marine animals or world habitats. Data for the Gallery Walk is found in Table 3 . In this particular case, Trial1 students took the pretest without having conducted any Finally, parents are asking when these will be available online for "home play" so that learning can continue after the school doors close. This informal learning will be an area of continued study as the games are released to the public. This research provides interesting insights into the total process of designing and implementing virtual environments in rural middle schools in Southeast Ohio, USA.
For those who are presently working in the development of games within virtual environments, all observation instruments, and student satisfaction data collection sheets may be shared by contacting the author of this article. The pretests and post tests for each game that has been developed may be found at the website noted earlier. 
